The BARDIAN--a Community Newspaper

Editorial

A Reminder

The testing phase is a romantic one. It provides those who are[indelible]with the power to select all the descriptive and ugly words from their fertile vocabularies and slim them with great strength and rapidity at their objective. Yes, we are referring to the verbal barrage of criticisms (constructive, in part) directed at this newspaper.

We find that those who quietly support the BARDIAN know the importance of a college newspaper in this community, but before dealing with this concept in any detail we would like to remind you of a few rather important facts. Let us begin.

1. The BARDIAN has operated this semester under severe financial handi­caps. (See the business manager's statement and our separate editorial concern­ing the BARDIAN's financial status.)

2. Despite this financial drawback, the new staff provided the community with 7 four page issues, published approximately once every two weeks. Within this semester the community has seen things mediclor and bad. But something new has been over­looked. The BARDIAN has made many changes this semester. It has a format closely knit with feature columns and advance news. This aspect is new. In the past, reviews, criticisms, news­worthy and not-so-worthy articles appeared in the BARDIAN. The present differs only in that we have a more formal framework of presentation. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues. During the past, reviews, criticisms, news­worthy and not-so-worthy articles appeared in the BARDIAN. The present differs only in that we have a more formal framework of presentation. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues. During the past, reviews, criticisms, news­worthy and not-so-worthy articles appeared in the BARDIAN. The present differs only in that we have a more formal framework of presentation. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues.

3. The editorial policy has resulted in an attempt to be constructive in a constructive manner.

4. The BARDIAN was financially doomed to failure at the beginning of this semester. Since there were some people who believed, and believed sincerely, in the newspaper, the BARDIAN pulled through.

5. The BARDIAN has not been published only through the efforts of one person. A strong element of cooperation has entered the BARDIAN office. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues. During the past, reviews, criticisms, news­worthy and not-so-worthy articles appeared in the BARDIAN. The present differs only in that we have a more formal framework of presentation. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues. During the past, reviews, criticisms, news­worthy and not-so-worthy articles appeared in the BARDIAN. The present differs only in that we have a more formal framework of presentation. In addition we have attempted to present this semester the "spat" issues.

6. For the first time in many years, the BARDIAN was sent by the ad­ministration to the trustees. The chairman of the board of trustees has been favorable.

7. The BARDIAN is sent to other colleges. It has served as a publicity medium for Bard.

I'm sorry, but I can't provide the full text of this document.
Editorial

Sarah Lawrence College had hit the headlines through a great act of generosity towards some of its foreign students. So could Bard.

What is it all about? Simply that Sarah Lawrence College is subsidized by tuition, board, and lodging, which provides them the esteem and admiration of many who have had no previous association with the college. It may be easily presumed that their initiative will be rewarded in the future by Bard.

Bard College itself is doing a great job in that field. A very successful International Scholarship Program is now in existence. There is good reason for believing that in future Bard will be able to show. We believe this Program the idea and the work of the Administration and the Trustees and the credit for its success, but in turn, we realize that without the operation of the student body the plan would not have been workable. However, the students could, without anygreater, be the sponsors of a greater move for which they would take the full credit, even though their friends may begin not to bring a trade-union girl over from England without the permission of their friends.

The first year of our International Scholarship Program has clearly proved that Bard makes an excellent little magazine, calling in the home field. But do not only by the addition of hearts that gladly risked international entanglements and proudly vindicated the adage that love knows no national boundaries. In Bard, the International Scholarship Program, in turn, found Bard intellectually engaging and emotionally absorbing and absorbing, absorbed in the black for keeps. The members of the Budget Committee approved the year's four-page issues. (Slightly more than one page was used for advertising space alone.) By cutting its advertising rates, the BARDIAN has rewarded its students' own initiative. They had collected regularly about $72,17.17 in the black. Yet the BARDIAN was allocated $420.00 less than the amount our fine-sounding same paper was said to be worth. The paper was subjected to discrimination.

At the beginning of the Fall term, 1950, our new Business Manager submitted a report estimating that the income for the year would be $760.00 which would be seventy-five percent higher than the previous management but which would have put the BARDIAN in the black. The members of the Budget Committee approved the year's budget and three four-page issues. This meant that the remaining $420 would have received on a subsidy basis two last estimates of $150.00 each.

At the end of the first semester the BARDIAN had repaid its past debts but had been billed for only one of the four issues published this term. At the beginning of the next term, the Budget Committee, suddenly informed our business manager without previous consultation that the BARDIAN had been taken off subsidy basis. This meant that the remaining money was turned back to the Reserve Fund and thus could not be obtained to pay for our past bill not yet tendered by the Rhinebeck Gazette. Now only $395 would be received.

At the last Community Assembly someone suggested that the BARDIAN had failed to contract enough advertising and implied that many clients were anxious to buy ads against their own will. These accusations are not substantiated by the facts. The volume of total advertising was the largest the BARDIAN ever carried. All of the advertisers were eager and willing to buy ads out of our high pressure not to annoy us. The advertising departments were not expected because of the space limitation imposed by this term's four-page issues. (Slightly more than one page was used for advertising upon the terms of this year's agreements.) By cutting the advertising rates, the BARDIAN was able to keep the definition and size of the print, which were increased.

At the last Community Assembly someone suggested that the BARDIAN had made a mistake not to publish the customary ten-almost twelve-page issues per academic year. The BARDIAN was able to keep the definition by keeping in mind that the students are not sick of the four-page issues instead of six page issues and by entering a record number of advertising contracts amounting to $239.02.

At the last Community Assembly somebody suggested that the BARDIAN had failed to contract enough advertising and implied that many clients were anxious to buy ads against their own will. These accusations are not substantiated by the facts. The volume of total advertising was the largest the BARDIAN ever carried. All of the advertisers were eager and willing to buy ads out of their high pressure to annoy us. The advertising departments were not expected because of the space limitation imposed by this term's four-page issues. (Slightly more than one page was used for advertising upon the terms of this year's agreements.) By cutting the advertising rates, the BARDIAN was able to keep the definition and size of the print, which were increased.
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In the end, I could only end with a confused Merci.
The Flight—Continued

Wholesale. And made a hundred bucks a day. He could do so because he lived in the U. S. He was a tough guy. He bought us a dinner. And we told him the U. S. was such a great country. Because people with guns and energy made it great. And we were honest about it. And happy to be with him. And he was glad too, and paid the hotel bill for us. That was also great.

And we rode with a banker. And we rode with a flyer in a car. And we rode with a mariner, and a sergeant who showed us Fort Barry. And we rode with WACS who showed us Lake­land the planes were very big. And we rode with a student from Columbia who had left the South because he had had a black skin. And we rode with a truck driver who pulled us out of a swamp at eight P. M. He wanted to leave the South too, because he had a black skin. And he couldn’t do so because he didn’t have the money. And we felt sorry for him. We talked about guns. He saw us and we talked about guns. He had been in China and all over the states. He was tough and a good man. And we couldn’t understand why we didn’t have any. We talked about guns. And a Democrat in the summer and a driver in the winter. And we couldn’t understand why we were constantly throwing empty beer cans out of the window. And we rode with housewives and salesmen and teachers and nurses and bums.

Your country is great and wonderful. Your people are generous and hospitable. And we were glad we fled.

Gunter Remling

WHOLESALE GROCERIES

Distributors of
Heritage Brand Foods
127-131 Front Street
Newburgh, N. Y.

for the best . . .
in DRY CLEANING

take your clothes to

JACK FEARE
Apt. 1A
Representative on campus
For

ALEXANDER’S
DRY CLEANING

Red Hook, N. Y.

First National Bank of
RED HOOK

For French Italian cooking at its best why not walk over to the brand new

WHALEBACK INN
JUST ACROSS RG
At the Ward Manor entrance to the College Road
A 5 minute walk

Dorothy Greenough
RHINEBECK, NEW YORK

Smart accessories to go with
Suits
Dresses
Swaters
Blouses
Sportswear

The flight ---Continued

the movie came to Harold’s for that late snack with your favorite sala, wine or beer.

Gunter Remling

Got your flowers for the formal?
See LYNN LAHEY

RED HOOK FLORAL COMPANY
15 East Market Street, Red Hook, N. Y.

HAROLD’S SNACK BAR
AND DELICATESSEN

WONDERING WHAT TO
SERVE AT YOUR NEXT
COCKTAIL PARTY?

HAROLD’S got the answer.
Sandalwich spreads, crackers, and cocktail mixes.

After the movie came to Harold’s for that late snack with your favorite soda, wine or beer.

We specialize in

Real
Italian Spaghetti

LOUS
On St. 109–1 ml, east of Red Hook

All kinds of Sandwiches

Delicious Home Made Pies

CLAMS—Reasonable

Let us know what you’d like!

SCHRAUTHER’S
ICE CREAM
THE BORDEN CO.
12 North Bridge Street
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The
Haen Jewelry Shop
“Gift Shop of Northern Dutchess”

DIAMONDS — WATCHES
JEWELRY
Parker Pens — Lighters
Silverware
Established 1884
As reliable as its age
As modern as the times
Phone 8 Rhinebeck, N. Y.

Expert Watch Repairing

Donald E. Norton
GENERAL INSURANCE
Phone Red Hook 4751

Why not give us a try?

Compliments of

EMPIRE MARKET
Red Hook, N. Y.
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